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SPORTING CHARACTER,
WINNING LINES AND GENEROUS
EXTERIOR SPACES
In the wake of the success of its predecessor, with which he shares the sportive character, the Strider 11 promise to
its owners the perfect mix of emotion,
relax and fun. Bold and winning lines offer unexpected comfort to speed over
the water towards corners of paradise
or for a sunset cocktail with friends. To
demand every comfort even when you
are gliding over the waves. For those
who have everything but want more!

Strider 11

Strider 11
Strider 11
The bright Sardinian
waters enhance
the elegance of one
of the many different
Strider 11 color schemes
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STRIDER 11
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Thoroughbred Performances

,
,
High performance hull
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Sporty and elegance lines
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The wide disappearing bimini, hidden under the
stern sundeck, can be easily opened and stored
thanks to the aid of some gas struts

The stainless steel soft top protect
from the weather during
the longest cruises

,
In the otuboard version the bracket
with its two big platforms, maximize the space
and liveability in the stern area while granting
reactivity and exciting perfomances
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Tutto la praticità e
la comodità di un pozzetto
perfettamente equipaggiato
All the practicality and
convenience of a fully
equipped cockpit

,
The unmistakable look of
Strider

,

Thanks to the raised deck design,
the tubes contribute to extend
the comfort of the full
beam bow sundeck
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STRIDER 11
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THE MEASURES OF SACS STRIDER 11
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Stern drive version
with hard top
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Outboard version
3730

The large cabin with double berth, dressing area,
wardrobe and
private headroom. You can feel like
at home thanks to the wide selection
of available wooden finishing and coatings
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Comfort and style
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/ TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
-

Design
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Lenght O.A.
EC certifying lenght
Max beam
Deflated tubes width
Draft
Number of compartments
Tubes diameter
Dry weight without engines
Weight with standard engines
Fuel tank capacity
Water tank capacity
Maximum installable power
Homologation category
Persons capacity
Sleeping accomodation
Project
Design

11,00 / 11,22 mt (OB)
9,98
3,73
3,00
0,70
6
69
3,5
4,5
530
130
515 kW - 470 kW (EFB)
CE - B
14
2
SACS
Christian Grande
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